Suspiria

2005

Inconsolable
Memories

Two-channel 16mm
film installation (loop)
15 permutations
5:39 min. each

–
More radically than other installations, In-

track of one loop overlays the picture of

tage. As numerous inhabitants left the island

cianum during exhibition hours and to the

consolable Memories deals with the “Past

the other.

after the Revolution, the now vacant apart-

local television station Hessische Rundfunk

Imperfect” of a derailed time. Set in nine-

Inconsolable Memories combines three his-

ments were given to deserving protagonists

The effect of this superimposition causes

from midnight until 8 a.m. There are only two

teen-eighties Cuba, the work contrasts the

torical layers of time, that are in turn inflected

of the new regime. Since then, the Focsa

to a switching system that combined their

were transmitted to the Museum Frideri-

real-time luminance signals with prerecorded
chrominance signals played back from DVD.
oversaturated faces and figures to bleed over

hours of scripted performance and two hours

principles of revolutionary teleology with a

by the perspective of a film source, Tomás

building has, to a large extent, fallen into

and into their setting, changing in hue as the

of recorded tracks, but they combine to pro-

combinatorial model of space and time: pur-

Gutiérrez Alea’s film Memorias del subde-

disrepair and is consequently an architec-

quality of daylight changes within the space.

duce more than the sum of their parts — an

posive progression and historical consist-

sarrollo (Memories of Underdevelopment )

tural symbol of the (delayed) end of mod-

At night there will be fewer modulations in

effectively infinite concatenation of stories—

ency are replaced by the possibility and

from 1968. This film, set in 1962 during the

ernist utopias.

color, but this will be offset by other activities,

much like Marx’s famous formula, M-M’, the

indeterminacy of events as well as the contin-

Cuba crisis, is about a young intellectual who

Inconsolable Memories is set in 1980, the year

as the Herkules is home to the largest colony

process by which money produces more

gency of their coincidental connections.

stays behind in Cuba alone after his friends

of the Mariel boatlift. Sergio, who in Douglas’s

of bats in the region of Hessen.

money, as if by magic.

The work is based on two intermeshing 16mm

and family have left the island. Within his

scenario is not a white intellectual but rather

S T A N D O U G L AS

The musical soundtrack for the original Sus-

loops unequal in length. Both consist of a

apartment in the Focsa building in down-

a black architect, lives in the Focsa building

piria was performed by an Italian progressive

series of black-and-white film sequences

town Havana, and while walking around the

like his reference character. The apartment

rock group named “Goblin.” It features elec-

and blank film projected with a time off-

city, he recalls his past in imaginary and re-

belongs to his wife Laura, who left Cuba with

tronic instrumentation atmospheric effects

set onto the same screen. Each loop thus

membered encounters and events, question-

his friend Pablo in 1975. Sergio stays on

produced by early analogue synthesizers and

repeats a certain sequence of scenes but

ing his relationship to a radically changing

alone. The following year, Pablo sends him a

musical motifs that resemble sinister nurs-

also alternates with the other loop in ever

social present.

parcel with unspecified contents from his

ery rhymes. The soundtrack for the present

changing combinations. Two discrete nar-

The architecture of the Focsa building, erected

American exile, which gets Sergio a four-year

work, composed and performed by John

rative threads, each with a set duration, thus

in 1956 under Batista as a landmark of a pros-

prison term. In 1980, the government gives

Medeski and Scott Harding, uses similar

join to create a flexible construct of links in

pering, progressive Cuba, is almost iconic,

him the option of either leaving Cuba on a

musical means, however, instead of “songs,”

space and time. At the same time, this com-

standing as it does for the ambivalence of

ship to the U. S. or remaining in prison. Sergio

banks of synchronous tracks were created

binatorial system incorporates moments of

Cuban history itself. At that time the highest

accepts the offer to leave the country but es-

that could be recombined and remixed in real

partial congruence, for example when the

building on the island, it offered a hitherto

capes before the boat sets sail. Meanwhile,

time by the same computer system switch-

image sequences of both loops coincide in

unknown comfort of which the educated

a young woman, Elena, has moved into his

ing the video. In the end, sound and image

the two-line intertitles or when the sound-

middle class, above all, initially took advan-

apartment, who watches and analyzes Amer-
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Inconsolable Memories

2006

Klatsassin

High-Definition
video installation
840 variations,
total running time:
67 hours

–
ican television news for a living. Opposite her

This intangibility of the now is supported

Backstory

backs or on pack animals, the town of Barker-

chief named “Klatsassin” (literally, “We Do Not

lives Jimmy, who accuses Sergio in a violent

by the obviously quotational film language,

In the mid-nineteenth century, gold was found

ville was soon established with a popula-

Know His Name”) led a war party that killed

argument of a deception, the background of

such as film noir references or outdoor shots

on the banks of the Fraser River in Western

tion of 10,000. The only route to this part of

ten and wounded numerous road builders in

which, however, remains a mystery.

reminiscent of early Hollywood productions

Canada. During the summer of 1858, more

the Cariboo was from the capital of British

a series of attacks that prompted Victoria to

The historical and narrative layers of time in

reenacted in the studio, as well as by the

than 30,000 American miners arrived in the

Columbia, New Westminster, by steamship

dispatch a force of 100 mercenaries to hunt

the installation are multiply intermeshed and

different forms of indirect, elusive speech.

territory, prompting the foundation of a new

up the Fraser River to Yale, or via a series

them down. By the end of the summer, Gover-

ramified with flashbacks and flashforwards,

Douglas’s characters not only consistently

colony named British Columbia. Four years

of lakes and portages to Lillooet. By 1862,

nor Frederick Seymour was in the vicinity to

repetitions and blanks. Their common points

express themselves in translation mode, in

later, the steamer Brother Jonathan arrived in

the Cariboo Road was under construction to

personally supervise the largely unsuccessful

of reference are the changing interiors of

English spoken with a Cuban accent, but

Victoria (capital of the Vancouver Island colo-

make the final leg of the journey to Barker-

manhunt. Gold Commissioner William George

Laura’s / Sergio’s / Elena’s apartment along

they also employ various — pointedly high-

ny) from San Francisco, bringing with it small-

ville easier, but two years later work began

Cox, who was leading one of the search par-

with a number of motifs that keep appearing

lighted —recording and transmission media.

pox. As the disease began to spread, native

on a road from the coast that would be

ties, sent in one of several communications

in different variations like echoes of past or

Thus, as Sergio notes, Laura’s speech cap-

traders in Victoria were told to leave the cap-

somewhat shorter. Whichever toll road be-

with Klatsassin a gift of tobacco, which the

harbingers of future events: Laura’s dress,

tured on tape becomes potential evidence

ital, taking the epidemic with them. Natives

came the more popular would make a lot of

chief construed to be a peace offering. When

left behind in her apartment and worn by the

against her; Sergio himself accidentally listens

were considerably more susceptible to the

money for the businessmen who had finan-

Klatsassin and seven of his men arrived to

new tenant, Laura’s revenant; the postcard

in on a telephone conversation that makes

virus than Europeans, and the introduction of

ced it: if the coastal route were successful,

meet the governor and discuss terms to end

that Laura sends Sergio from New York, now

him an unwilling accomplice; Elena, in turn,

smallpox into their communities was devastat-

banks in Victoria, rather than those in New

what they considered to be a war, they were

existing in Elena’s private domestic setting

acquires the ideological idiom of the “enemy”

ing. By the time the plague had run its course,

Westminster, would receive more deposits of

arrested for murder and sent to Quesnell-

as an element of decadent (qua detached

and translates it into her own. And even the

tens of thousands of people had died.

miners’ gold.

mouth to be tried by Judge Begbie’s circuit

from the context of personal memory) inte-

language of the Revolution is subject to con-

The same year that smallpox was spreading,

The coastal road, however, traversed Tsilh-

court. Klatsassin and four others were con-

rior decoration; a recurrent melody, conver-

stant semantic shifts, in the process of which

Billy Barker discovered one of the richest

qot’in territory on the Chilcotin Plateau. The

victed of murder and hanged, two others were

sations, and monologues that, divorced from

“words devour words.” Douglas’s characters

deposits of gold in the region at a place cal-

Tsilhqot’in had already forced the Hudson’s

released, and one of the accused Tsilhqot’in,

any fixed pictorial reference, creep into dif-

stand between languages as they stand be-

led Williams Creek. In spite of the fact that

Bay Company to abandon a fort there in 1844,

Chedékki, was sent to New Westminster to

ferent presents. The installation hence cre-

tween times.

this site was hundreds of kilometers from

and they were not happy about more Euro-

be identified by a survivor of the attacks. He

ates a migration of motifs that always refer

the nearest river port, and that miners would

peans, potentially carrying disease, crossing

escaped en route and was never found.

both forward and backward.

have to walk there with supplies on their

their land. In the spring of 1864, a Tsilhqot’in
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